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Developed to replace the Model 1892 Krag-Jørgensen rifle, the Model 1903 Springfield was a five-shot bolt-action rifle that introduced the .30-06 cartridge – the
standard US round until the introduction of the 7.62mm NATO cartridge – and gave the US infantryman a durable, magazine-fed weapon so renowned for its
accuracy that it remained in service as a sniping rifle for decades after it was superseded by the M1 Garand in 1937. Extensively used in World War I, the M1903
Springfield saw widespread combat in World War II and Korea. During World War I, US troops developed a formidable reputation for marksmanship aided by the
accuracy of the M1903 Springfield. World War II saw the introduction of the M1903A3, which changed the rear sight so that it was closer to that of the M1 Garand,
to allow easier training of troops who might be issued either rifle. Illustrated with specially commissioned color artwork and drawing upon veterans' recollections,
this is the engaging story of the M1903 Springfield, an iconic rifle prized for its lethal accuracy that equipped US and other troops for much of the 20th century.
Introducing New Zealand’s Jonah Solomon, a cop In the broody, bloody, and brilliant tradition of Ian Rankin’s Detective Inspector John Rebus Detective Sergeant
Jonah Solomon is used to navigating the ruins of Christchurch, New Zealand, a city nowhere near recovery more than a year after a devastating earthquake. He’s
also used to navigating the prejudice that keeps plenty of doors closed to Māori officers like him. Most of his colleagues think Jonah’s responsible for letting ex-copturned-con artist Rachel Trix escape justice with barely a slap on the wrist. He’s got a resignation letter in his desk drawer, signed and ready, should anyone ask.
With a credible new tip on Trix’s exit plan, Jonah has one more chance to make things right—until an ambush turns the operation into a bloody nightmare. He is
immediately shaken by aftershocks that reveal lies and corruption at every level of the police force. With fewer and fewer people he can trust, a complex web of
secrets puts Jonah and his family at the mercy of ruthless criminals. Can he finally reveal the truths he’s protected since childhood in order to save himself and the
people he loves most?
If you've ever wanted to reload ammunition but didn't know where to start this book is for you. You'll find detailed chapters about primers, cartridge cases, gun
powder, and bullets, explaining in layman's terms what they are, variations you'll encounter and the characteristics of each. You'll also learn the different facets of
case preparation: which are necessary and which are optional, and how to do them. You'll learn some characteristics of gunpowder and which types work best with
bulk measurements. There'll be detailed photos and explanations teaching the process of reloading ammunition. From there you'll be shown how you can gear up to
reload your own ammunition even if you don't have much money or space.Although most of the book is geared toward metallic cartridge reloading there's also a
chapter on reloading shotgun ammunition. It too, will show you the steps involved and how to become operational with very little money and minimal space
requirements.After reading this book the novice reloader will: (a) be capable of making informed choices when purchasing their equipment and components; (b) be
able to understand the reloading process and why certain steps are taken or omitted; (c) have a safe, profitable and enjoyable experience from the very beginning.
Metallic Cartridge Handloading covers all aspects of the reloading process: cartridge case; maintaining, improving and loading the case; seating and reading of
primers; loading of propellant; bullets and loading of bullets; accurate load development; internal & external ballistics; bullet making & casting; and handloading
press. This is not a reloading manual containing specific recipes for various loads; it is a how-to book that covers the entire detailed process of cartridge reloading.
A Comprehensive Evaluation of Select Guns and Loads
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Precision Rifle Shooting
A Practical Hobby
Handloader's Digest
Reloading
Telescopic Rifle Sights
This publication is an informative guide book on reloading to include equipment and accessories used as tools of the trade. It also includes my extensive experiences as a reloader of
approximately three hundred thousand rounds during the past thirty-five years. The book covers fourteen chapters with a major emphasis on Dillon reloading equipment and its many
accessories. It does include discussions on other products from major manufacturers. Other chapters mention such subjects as reloading dies, primers, new pistol powders, reloading the
9mm, plated/coated/moly bullets, special topics, FAQs, and the Ruger American Pistol reviews with my experience loading for this firearm. This book is not an A to Z manual on how to begin
reloading. It is a highly referenced publication that is written for all working reloaders who want to learn more usable info and wish to develop a lifelong hobbypractical volume reloading.
Reloading Guide
Illustrated Edition of 1959 in Facsimile. This is the first edition of one of the classic descriptions of wildcat cartridges, first published in 1949. Though revised and updated in 1962, this is
Ackley's first effort at tackling the loading data, theory, and practice of wildcat cartridges. A wildcat cartridge, often shortened to wildcat, is a custom cartridge for which ammunition and/or
firearms are not mass-produced. These cartridges are often created in order to optimize a certain performance characteristic (such as the power, size, or efficiency) of an existing commercial
cartridge. Developing and using wildcat cartridges does not generally serve a purpose in military or law enforcement; it is more a hobby for serious shooting, hunting, gunsmithing and
handloading enthusiasts, particularly in the United States.
Spine title: 1995 Gun digest.
The Beginner's Guide to Reloading Ammunition
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Process Piping
Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century
Handbook for Shooters and Reloaders
Tools, Tips, and Comprehensive Information
Getting Started in Reloading.
Tackle advanced handloading issues with sections on cartridge cases, bullet selection, ballistics, pressure measurements, bullet making, black powder and tool and component selection. Data
on 200 calibers, 10,000 loads.
This book references the following powders used in ammunition reloading: Accurate Powders (Now owned by Western Powders) Alcan Alliant (Formerly Hercules) Arco Black Powder Goex
Hodgdon IMR (Formerly Dupont-Now owned by Hodgdon) Norma Thunderbird Vihtavuori Western Powders Winchester
Well-organized charts and tables with specific information on each model, make, issue, and modification. Detailed information for collectors on: Finishes Grips Serial numbers Inspector marks
Barrel specifications Savage automatic pistols are the hidden treasures of gun collecting. Informed collectors agree that these well-designed, superbly crafted, high-quality American firearms
have been ignored, with little new information available for the last 40 years. In Savage Pistols, author Bailey Brower Jr. tells the remarkable story of Savage Arms, from its humble beginnings
with Arthur Savage in the late 1880s to the creation of the last pistol in the late 1920s. Bailey explains the evolution of the Savage pistol, the role of Savage pistols in World War I, and the
pistol's connection to such historical figures as Buffalo Bill Cody, Bat Masterson, and William Pinkerton. This information-packed book includes hundreds of photographs of Savage pistols and
rifles, cartridges, holsters, and other Savage products, as well as fascinating advertisements and illustrations touting the wonders of "the pistol that almost was." Savage Pistols is an
indispensable resource for any collector, and an intriguing look into the history of American firearms.
Includes 39 maps and plans The Campaign and Battle of Chickamauga, Aug.-Sep. 1863, is an excellent vehicle for a Staff Ride. Because of the size of the forces involved and the difficulty of the
terrain encountered, it represents an opportunity to raise many challenging teaching points relevant to today’s officer. Second, the nation has wisely preserved most of the primary battle area
in the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park and has marked most unit positions for detailed study by visitors. These markers are linked by an extensive trail network that
permits access to all significant areas of the field. Thus, the park is an excellent physical laboratory for the study of conflict at the tactical and human level. The Staff Ride Handbook for the
Battle of Chickamauga, 18-20 Sep. 1863, provides a systematic approach to the analysis of this great Civil War battle. Part I describes the organization of the Federal and Confederate Armies,
detailing their weapons, tactics, and logistical, engineer, communications, and medical support. In part II, the Chickamauga campaign is discussed, placing the battle in historical perspective
and illustrating how the battle fits into the overall context of the Chickamauga campaign. Part III furnishes a suggested route to follow in order to get a firsthand, concrete view of how the battle
developed. By following this route, various phases of the battle can be discussed and significant points made concerning the evolving battle. Also in part III are various vignettes by
participants in the battle that describe the fight and offer insights into the emotional disposition of the combatants. Part IV furnishes current information on the Chickamauga site, sources of
assistance, and logistical data for conducting a Staff Ride. In addition, appendixes give order of battle information for the two armies, meteorological data, and a list of Medal of Honor
recipients in the battle. A bibliography is also provided.
The Complete Guide to ASME B31.3
Learn the Easy Way to Reload Your Own Rifle and Pistol Cartridges
The Outcome (mid-1943 Through 1945)
An Anthology of Mexican American Literature on Families in between Worlds
Long Range Shooting Handbook
Gun Digest 1995
This 230 page atlas is divided into seven parts. Part I, Missouri's Divided Loyalties, and Part II, Missouri's Five Seasons, provide an overview of
Missouri's history from the initial settlement of the Louisiana Purchase Territories through the opening years of the American Civil War. The remaining
parts cover the Confederate plan, the Confederate movement into Missouri and the Union reaction, the Confederate retreat and Union pursuit into Kansas,
and the ?nal Confederate escape back into Arkansas. The atlas has a standard format with the map to left and the narrative to the right. Each narrative
closes with two or more primary source vignettes. These vignettes provide an overview of the events shown on the map and discussed in the narrative from
the perspective of persons who participated in the events. In most cases there are two vignettes with the ?rst from a person loyal to the Union and the
second from a person who supported the southern cause. A few narratives have two or more vignettes from only the Union side. This was done to emphasize
disagreements and struggles among senior leaders to establish a common course of action. Map 25, Decision at the Little Blue River, is a good example
and the three vignettes emphasize the disagreement between Maj. Gen. Samuel Curtis and his subordinate, Maj. Gen. James Blunt on where to locate the
Union defensive line.
"A deeply meaningful collection that navigates important nuances of identity."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review Nepantla Familias brings together Mexican
American narratives that explore and negotiate the many permutations of living in between different worlds—how the authors or their characters create,
or fail to create, a cohesive identity amid the contradictions in their lives. Nepantla—or living in the in-between space of the borderland—is the focus
of this anthology. The essays, poems, and short stories explore the in-between moments in Mexican American life—the family dynamics of living between
traditional and contemporary worlds, between Spanish and English, between cultures with traditional and shifting identities. In times of change, family
values are either adapted or discarded in the quest for self-discovery, part of the process of selecting and composing elements of a changing identity.
Edited by award-winning writer and scholar Sergio Troncoso, this anthology includes works from familiar and acclaimed voices such as David Dorado Romo,
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Sandra Cisneros, Alex Espinoza, Reyna Grande, and Francisco Cantú, as well as from important new voices, such as Stephanie Li, David Dominguez, and
ire’ne lara silva. These are writers who open and expose the in-between places: through or at borders; among the past, present, and future; from
tradition to innovation; between languages; in gender; about the wounds of the past and the victories of the present; of life and death. Nepantla
Familias shows the quintessential American experience that revives important foundational values through immigrants and the children of immigrants. Here
readers will find a glimpse of contemporary Mexican American experience; here, also, readers will experience complexities of the geographic, linguistic,
and cultural borders common to us all.
A thorough resource on handloading at home, Shooter’s Bible Guide to Handloading provides detailed information about the history of handloading and key
figures’ innovations, a simple explanation of hand reloading, selecting the basic tools needed, and choosing your cases, dies, primers, and powders as
well as step-by-step instructions for reloading firearm cartridges and how to test your loads at the range. The text is supplemented by more than one
hundred detailed photographs that illustrate the various types of reloading equipment available and provide guidance in performing the actions that
result in a handloaded cartridge. The Shooter’s Bible Guide to Handloading covers interesting engineering questions the handloader may consider,
including bullet integrity, copper bullets, and energy versus killing power. Other topics covered include: Handloading the old-fashioned way Casting
your own bullets The influence of barrel length Economics of home reloading And much more! Pick up a copy of the Shooter’s Bible Guide to Handloading to
learn everything you need to know about reloading by hand at home. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and
firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting,
deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.
This detailed volume covers all pre-1900 models of Winchester and Marlin lever action rifles and carbines. Hundreds of photographs along with reloading
data for the classic lever actions are found within the pages of this book.
The Newsletter of the Redwood Gun Club, Arcata, CA
Reloading for Shotgunners
I Love My Girlfriend More Than Wrestling (... Yes, She Bought Me This)
Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists
Abc's Of Reloading
With Space and Money Saving Tips for Apartment Dwellers and Those on a Budget

Learning how to reloading ammunition can be a daunting task. Technical manuals and books full of arcane data can make the subject mysterious and overwhelming. No more! The Practical Guide to
Reloading Ammunition teaches the subject in a fun, easy-to-understand, and safe manner. Starting from the very beginning, The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition will help readers understand the
gear they need - and what can wait. Chapter by chapter, the book explains the entire process from brass cleaning to final inspection. Loaded with pictures and illustrations, the process is made simple and
clear. With this book, readers will be reloading their own cost-effective ammunition quickly and safely. The Practical Guide to Reloading ammunition focuses on the "how-to" aspects of reloading. Author
Tom McHale explains. "Think of reloading manuals as sheet music. And this book as Mrs. Clutterbuck's piano lessons. If one develops a sudden urge to play Carnegie Hall, or even Bodean's Wet Whistle
Bar and Bait Shop, they could just order sheet music from the Internet. But it probably wouldn't be the most direct path to ivory key success. Take some lessons first, then order the sheet music." Although
the author believes reading this book will be a far more pleasant experience than weekly lessons in Mrs. Clutterbuck's den, the idea is the same. The guide will teach aspiring reloaders how to get started.
Topics Include: * Why take up reloading? * Is reloading right for you? * What equipment do you need? * Cleaning and processing brass. * The reloading process: step by step. * Pistol caliber reloading. *
Rifle caliber reloading. * Buying reloading components. * Advanced equipment options - how gear can speed up the process. * Introduction to advanced topics.
Funny Gift under 10.00!!! Funny romantic quotes For Him. 109 pages Matt cover 7x10 inch You can make it a gift for Valentine Christmas The marriage feast or any occasion...
n this extremely comprehensive overview of airlift and air mobility, Colonel Miller shows how the worldwide orientation of American foreign policy, the numerous threats to free-world interests, and the
speed and complexity of modern warfare have combined with political and resource constraints to produce today's airlift doctrine and force structure. Airlift is the movement of goods and people to where
they are needed, when they are needed there. Since the 1920s there has been an evolving awareness and articulation of how to best organize, train, and equip airlift forces for that mission. The worldwide
orientation of American foreign policy, the numerous threats to free world interests, and the speed and complexity of modern warfare have combined with political and resource constraints to produce
today's airlift doctrine and force structure. Colonel Miller's study traces these many interrelationships to discover what critical airlift decisions were made, why they were made, and what they may mean in
the future. Airlift is the backbone of deterrence. A properly structured and equipped airlift force is critical to the successful execution of the national military strategy. How we think about airlift and how we
translate those thoughts into a meaningful expression of how to develop, deploy, and employ airlift forces is vital to the national defense. Colonel Miller's study is a definitive step in that important process.
The Newsletter of the Redwood Gun Club in Humboldt County California. A newsletter dedicated to sharing the activities, interests, and knowledge of the membership of the club with our community. This
is every issue of the "Redwood Stumper" from 2009
The Art of Bullet Casting Collection
Staff Ride Handbook For The Battle Of Chickamauga, 18-20 September 1863 [Illustrated Edition]
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The Redwood Stumper 2009
Airlift Doctrine
Varmint Rifles and Cartridges
The Definitive Guide For Novice To Expert

This book can save your life! The best defense for any scenario is to be prepared. The Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery prepares
you for potential life-threatening situations with practical instruction and expert guidance. Author Massad Ayoob teaches you the skills to
keep you and your family safe in any violent encounter, including: Selecting the right pistol, ammunition and holster How to use and
accessorize your handgun Close-quarter battle techniques used by law enforcement and the U.S. military In addition to the tactical aspects
of self-defense, Ayoob also covers practical information about selecting a used handgun and the legal aspects of self-defense with a
firearm. Firearms technology and tactics change throughout the years, which is why the updated 6th edition of The Gun Digest Book of
Combat Handgunnery is essential to the well-being of you and your family. Remember, your best defense is to be prepared.
4 Books on DVD(Art of Bullet Casting;Handloaders' Bullet Making Annual Vol 1&2;Handloaders' Cast Bullet Special Edition)How'to's for
casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of "Handloader" and "Rifle" magazines covering the basics to more advanced
techniqes. Get technical and accurate with your casting and swaging.
25% of this book's proceeds will be donated to two military charities: the Special Operation Warrior Foundation and the Sua Sponte
Foundation. This book is the complete beginner's guide to long range shooting written in simple every-day language so that it's easy to
follow. Included are personal tips and best advice from my years of special operations sniper schooling and experience, and as a sniper
instructor. If you are an experienced shooter, this guide will be a resource covering the principles and theory of long range shooting. This
is the preliminary book to help you understand fundamental concepts such as MOA vs Mils and external ballistics, that can be like a
trusted resource at the range. Learning to shoot long range isn't that difficult. Once you understand the basics, you can start to master
your technique and you'll be hitting targets in no time. The author has a series of online instructional videos known for their ability to take
seemingly complex areas of long range shooting and breaking them down so that they're easy to understand. This book was motivated by
the feedback from those videos. The handbook is broken down into three main categories: What it is/How it works, Fundamentals, and How
to use it. "What it is/How it works" covers equipment, terminology, and basic principles. "Fundamentals" covers the theory of long range
shooting. "How to use it" gives you practical advice on how to implement what you've learned so far to make you a long range shooter.
Target shooting.
The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition
Nosler Reloading Guide 8
Home Truths
Shooter's Bible Guide to Firearms Assembly, Disassembly, and Cleaning
Shooting Lever Guns of the Old West
The Signal Corps
Do you want to get started in Handloading your own ammunition, but need a step-by-step guide that does a little better at
explaining why you're doing things? Just need a little overview on the basic steps before you start buying gear? Need some
guidance on what all this stuff is supposed to do for you? This booklet might help you out! At least, I hope it will...It's
supposed to. This book will not give you loads for your particular cartridge - there are hundreds of other books for that. This
book will give you the basics, and help you understand the actual mechanics of cleaning, depriming, sizing, trimming, powder
measuring, and seating a bullet.
Starting with the basics, this guide leads the reader through the process of reloading with ease. Perfect for beginners and a
great refresher for experienced reloaders, the book first discusses all the necessary tools and accessories needed to get started,
then goes through step-by-step instructions and safety tips for loading your own metallic cartridges and shotshells. Helpful
illustrations guide readers through each step and make the process easy to understand.The ABC's of Reloading covers all aspects of
the hobby, from benchrest loading techniques, to ballistic software, to competition and hunting loads and more. It also includes a
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comprehensive directory of reloading manufacturers. The guide carefully pieces together steps and techniques for reloading into an
understandable process, outlining the basic procedures and providing information on cartridge cases, primers, powders, bullets,
equipment and much more, putting beginners on the road to becoming experts!·
A comprehensive guide to modern cartridge reloading, Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century provides detailed information
about getting started in reloading, selecting the basic tools needed, and choosing your components as well as step-by-step
instructions for reloading rifle and handgun cartridges and how to test your loads at the range. The text is supplemented by more
than one hundred detailed photographs that illustrate the various types of reloading equipment available and provide guidance in
performing the actions that result in a handloaded cartridge. Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century covers many common
problems the handloader may experience, provides unique information about reloading the .50 caliber BMG, and highlights the
changes between reloading in the twenty-first century and reloading in the mid-twentieth century. Not only for beginners,
Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century offers advanced reloading information that describes special reloading tools as
well as techniques for improving the accuracy of your handloads. The content of Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century
will appeal to both someone considering reloading rifle or handgun cartridges as well as a person who already has acquired some
experience in cartridge reloading.
Provides step-by-step instructions and manufacturer specifications for all aspects of firearms maintenance while sharing
accompanying tips for a wide range of firearms categories.
The ABC's of Reloading
Nosler Reloading Guide 7
Nepantla Familias
A Comprehensive Reference for Responsible and Reliable Reloading
Savage Pistols
Reloading for Handgunners
The Classic Reference - Bigger and Better than Ever One of the most respected reloading texts of all time, Reloading for
Shotgunners is now bigger, more comprehensive and more profusely illustrated than ever! This all-new fifth edition includes
exhaustive data for lead and non-toxic shot - and it goes well beyond the ho-hum 2-3/4" 12-gauge data contained in other books.
From .410 bored to 10-gauge magnum, from 2" hulls to the mammoth 3-1/2", if it can be fired in a shotgun, it's in this book! Rick
Sapp, co-author of The Gun Digest Book of Trap & Skeet, has outdone himself in creating this masterful compilation of shotgun
reloading data. Whether you're a novice shotgunner or a seasoned reloader, you can't afford to be without this ground-breaking
fifth edition of Reloading for Shotgunners.
A thorough guide, Varmint Rifles and Cartridges provides detailed information about getting started in varmint hunting, selecting
the best rifles for the job, and choosing your cartridges and other components. The text is supplemented by more than one hundred
detailed photographs that illustrate the various types of rifles and cartridges available for varmint hunters. Varmint Rifles and
Cartridges presents information about the history of varmint hunting and how those original rifles differ from the most popular
rifles and cartridges available for varmint hunters on the market today. Each chapter of the book is dedicated to a particular
cartridge, including the: •.204 Ruger •.223 Remington •.220 Swift •.243 Winchester •.257 Roberts At the end of each chapter,
author C. T. Richards demonstrates how each cartridge and rifle performs through the results of range tests and trajectory tests
he conducted himself. A varmint hunter since the 1950s, Richards is more than qualified to grade these products and offer advice
on varmint hunting in general. The content of Varmint Rifles and Cartridges will appeal to readers considering varmint hunting for
the first time, as well those who have previously acquired some experience in using these tools. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to
publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target
shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish
books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting,
wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
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bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
It's Back And All New! Handloader's Digest, 19th Edition: The Return Of The World's Greatest Handloading Book! Since 1962,
Handloader's Digest has been the definitive source for handloading enthusiasts. Now, The World's Greatest Handloading Book is back
and completely updated with all-new content covering all aspects of the handloading world. Full-color feature articles written by
leading industry experts cover the latest products, trends and techniques. Comprehensive illustrated catalog section showcases all
the newest and most innovative handloading equipment, tools, components and supplies. Information for everyone--from the beginning
handloader to the seasoned veteran. Handloader's Digest is the oldest and most trusted handloading resource available for the
hunter, target shooter, or armed citizen who loads his or her own ammunition. If you load your own, or ever wanted to, you need
Handloader's Digest, 19th Edition.
Provides background information, historical perspective, and expert commentary on the ASME B31.3 Code requirements for process
piping design and construction. It provides the most complete coverage of the Code that is available today and is packed with
additional information useful to those responsible for the design and mechanical integrity of process piping.
AK-47 the Grim Reaper 2nd Edition
Shooter's Bible Guide to Handloading
Propellant Profiles
Metallic Cartridge Handloading
The Book of Rifle Accuracy
The M1903 Springfield Rifle
In Reloading for Handgunners, the reader will learn the benefits of serious handgun ammunition reloading (decreased cost, increased reliability) in an
accessible, step-by-step way. In addition, the reader will learn how to avoid the costly, wasteful errors that plague many reloaders, experienced and
novice alike. Finally, the reader will enjoy the vast experience and unique style that have made Patrick Sweeney the country's leading guru on tactical
and competition shooting and ammunition. Features: Shortcuts, hints and tips (from a certified master gunsmith, film consultant, and certified Armorer
Instructor) to reload your own ammunition and avoid costly errors Loading data for the most popular and asked-about calibers Specialty loading info for:
Competition: IPSC/IDPA, Bullseye, Steel Challenge, Cowboy Hunting: heavy magnums and big bores
Metallic Cartridge Reloading
The Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery
Pursuit of the Perfect Cartridge
Battlefield Atlas of Price's Missouri Expedition Of 1864
Vihtavuori Reloading Manual
Journal-Notebook Funny Quotes Gift for Him, Wrestling Lovers, Boyfriend Valentine Gift Or Any Occasion
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